A New Method of Personalized Training of Logging Machine Operators
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Abstract: - The paper presents a new method of personalized training for an operator. The method based on mathematical model of interaction between an operator and production equipment and offers an evaluation for a person's rate of making an operating decision. The key idea is to define typical acts of logging machine operator. The defined acts are presented in form of special test, which represents a simplest task. The training process is described through three main steps: watching, recalling and doing (WRD). In this case, the task result is time delay for motor and sensory layers as in real professional case. The model of interaction between operator and production equipment is represented in form of transfer functions. The transfer functions are a sequence of connected standard dynamical elements, which include a rate of information perception and decision making, and the means accuracy of controlling actions. The imitation model shows that during four seconds of the control action the beam moved by 1.281 m and a delay of the beam movement start after the control signal start for 0.578 sec. Therefore quality of operator's control is definitely determined by the following parameters: a time constant that means a response time of a neuromuscular system and human adaptive abilities and describes a rate of control action development; a ratio of human internal feedback and describes accuracy of the control action development; and an operator's response delay time.
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1 Introduction

Man-machine system (MMS) usually refers to a system including a person or group of people interacting with production equipment and involving information processing and controlling production of material assets. When evaluating reliability of technical objects, modern researchers introduce a notion of an ergatic control system (ECS) which, in addition to a technical system as it is, includes persons interacting with this system. The main function of a person in the ECS is complex system control; and in this contexts, optimal distribution of functions between an operator and a technical device as well as their mutual complementation should be also taken into consideration. A standard model of an ergatic system can be represented as objects interacting between each other. In this case, a person is a certain operator having a set of specific dynamically changing skills, working experience, psycho-physiological parameters and individual features, and a working environment is some collection of external and internal factors that make an impact on functioning of the ECS objects.

A necessity for building a model of the MMS functioning appears within many processes aimed at investigating, designing and testing such systems. An approach, which considers a person to be the main element of a control chain, represents them as functional behavior models demonstrating stages of the operator's activity. The operator's actions are...
combined into the general succession of elements that make it possible to build a united logical and temporal sequence from independent basic functions, such sequence is tolerant to disturbances and ensures attaining a purpose of its functioning [1]. The models used for studying operator's activity can be represented as regression models, algebraic systems of equations, Markov and semi-Markov processes, models based on the theory of queues, logical automation, formal grammars, logical and flow-graphs, Petri nets, logical-linguistic models of situational control, Yanov schemes, Lyapunov algorithms, linguistic algebraic systems, precedence networks, critical path method networks, combination of E-networks with an evaluating method of piecewise linear automaton, probabilistic algorithmic function network, functional and functional semantic networks. Nowadays we know numerous models of professional activity of an human-operator [2, 3], however E. Hollagel [4] states that it is necessary to refuse from a concept of analysis of individual operator's actions in favor of a model of joint performance of a person and a machine. A common drawback of the known models of man-machine systems is their pursuing for description of actions, information flows and connections in the systems that is definitely necessary for building a training process of operators' professional activity and developing professional skills of production process control in general, but it doesn't ensure analysis of professionally important qualities (PIQs) that make an impact on the MMS efficiency during individual operations included into the control process.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the main problems of performance for man-machine systems and operator’s role. Section 3 covers model for evaluation of operator’s skills based on a rate of information perception and decision making. Section 4 mentions a method for evaluation of operator's professionally important qualities. Section “Conclusion” concludes this paper and presents future works based on the mentioned research.

2 Performance of Man-Machine Systems And Operator’s Role

It is convenient to consider the performance of man-machine control systems on the example of a logging process. In this case, the MMS model includes an operator, production equipment (a harvester) and the environment (a forest stand) that interact according to the certain technology (Fig. 1).
One of the main reasons of situations connected with operator's faulty actions is operator's insufficient training and little working experience. H. Koivo and K. Tervo [6, 7] note that operator's performance strongly correlates with their working experience and professional skills. There is evidence that differences in the performance of beginners and professional operators during powered timber harvesting make about 40%. In addition, the quality of logging also differs greatly [8]. F. Purfürst [9] analyzed learning curves of 32 harvester operators during three years (0.65 mln cubic meters of logged timber), 16 of them were new harvester operators. The analysis of operators' performance shows that most operators begin their career with middle performance from 50% to 60% and double their performance (200%) by the end of the learning phase. In this case, the learning curve corresponds to a sigmoid model. Reduction of productivity by 24% at the learning phase were calculated for the average durability of eight months, it corresponds to approximately 45,000 Euro.

Kirk P. [10] states that a skilled operator is the most advantageous investment by a timber procurer. A replacement of an experienced operator by a beginner results in losses of about 49,650 Euro until the latter gains a necessary experience as well as in additional expenses on training (about 15,000 Euro) [11]. On average, the difference of performance between an experienced operator and a new one is 2:1 [12], and it is most notable within first 30 working days of a new operator. Performance improvement, in its turn, depends on many factors. Heinimann found that working with trees of small diameter a harvester operator improved their performance during a year only by 50% [13].

Researchers describe gaining a necessary experience using machine-hours (from 1,000 to 1,500) [14] or adaptation time (from 8 to 12 months) [15]. It is proved that a clearly structured training program reduces duration of the learning curve [10]. In case of re-training when an experienced operator changes a type of logging machine, the adaptation time is about 20 days [16].

### 3 Evaluation of Operator Skills

An essential principle of skill evaluation is Fitts' approach which describes correlation between an index of performance and an index of difficulty [17]. Fitts' law is a mathematic ratio which models correlation of speed and accuracy of human rapid movements such as manual control of a work tool that starts at the certain place and transition of it to a target area [18].

In case of control according to one coordinate a movement time (MT) of the work tool being at the distance A (Fig. 4) to the work area with the width W can be defined by Eq. 1 [19], where a and b (intercept and slope) are empirical interface constants obtained by linear regression, and c is a constant of fixed value (0, 0.5 or 1). 1/b is the index of performance:

$$MT = a + \log_2\left(\frac{2A}{W} + c\right) \quad (1)$$

The index of task difficulty (ID) is defined as follows:

$$ID = \log_2\left(\frac{2A}{W} + c\right) \quad (2)$$

The process of work tool direction requires a high accuracy of operating in the conditions of restricted visibility (that is noisiness of the visual control channel) as well as development of operating skills taking into account dynamic parameters of the production equipment. Most production machines (like harvesters, forwarders, feller bunchers) have a double-axis joystick manipulator as a device for interaction with an operator. Such manipulators can be both hydraulic and electric ones when electronic control devices are applied for hydraulic solenoid valves.

An operator developing a complex sensomotor reaction [20] of the visual-motor tracking for direction of production equipment manipulates the joystick handles by declining them on the horizontal
and vertical axes from the central zero position. The input manipulation on the joystick is moving of a handle in relation of its central zero position on the axis. The output response of the joystick, in case of a hydraulic manipulator, is a value of hydraulic valve capacity. In case of an electric-driven manipulator, the output response is a value of an electric parameter (usually electrical resistance) controlled by the joystick.

The process of work tool direction requires a high accuracy of operating in the conditions of restricted visibility (that is noisiness of the visual control channel) as well as development of operating skills taking into account dynamic parameters of the production equipment. Most production machines (like harvesters, forwarders, feller bunchers) have a double-axis joystick manipulator as a device for interaction with an operator. Such manipulators can be both hydraulic and electric ones when electronic control devices are applied for hydraulic solenoid valves. An operator developing a complex sensomotor reaction of the visual-motor tracking for direction of production equipment manipulates the joystick handles by declining them on the horizontal and vertical axes from the central zero position. The input manipulation on the joystick is moving of a handle in relation of its central zero position on the axis. The output response of the joystick, in case of a hydraulic manipulator, is a value of hydraulic valve capacity. In case of an electric-driven manipulator, the output response is a value of an electric parameter (usually electrical resistance) controlled by the joystick.

Mathematical representation of an operator in the transfer functions can be built as a sequence of connected standard dynamical elements (Fig. 5), where the element \( W_1(s) \) means a rate of information perception and decision making, and the element \( W_2(s) \) means accuracy of controlling actions.

\[
W_{op}(s) = \frac{K(Ty_s+1)}{T^2s^2+2\xi Ts+1}e^{-\tau s}
\]  
(3)

where \( K = 0.33 \) is an amplification factor; \( \tau = 0.16 \) is an operator's delay time which describes a human capability to perceive a variation rate of a controlled value; \( T = 0.4 \) is a time constant that means a response time of a neuromuscular system and human adaptive abilities; \( \xi = 0.6 \) is a parameter that means a ratio of human internal feedback (an analyzer loop); \( Ty = 0.36 \) is an operator's look-ahead time.

A mathematical model of operator's activity in mechanized timber logging is built on the model of visual-motor tracking and the known transfer functions of a human-operator. In order to model elements of the direct loop and the feedback loop of the model shown in [22]. We use a proposal by V.A. Trapeznikov on evaluation of information processing by an human operator [22]. Within this approach the quality of operator's work has exponential dependence on the training time. Then, we can represent a transfer function as follows:

\[
W_{k1}(s) = \frac{K_1}{T_{k1}s+1}
\]  
(4)

where \( K_1 \) is an element amplification ratio; \( T_{k1} \) is a training time constant.

The total transfer function of operator's activity taking into account (3), (4) will be equal to:

\[
W_{tot.}(s) = \frac{KK_1(Ty_s+1)}{(T^2s^2+2\xi Ts+1)(T_{k1}s+1)}e^{-\tau s}.
\]  
(5)

Substituting the transfer function of operator's activity in the mathematic model of the production equipment we obtain a mathematic model of logging machine equipment control, this model is implemented in the Simulink environment and its structure is shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 shows the outcome of the simulation modeling of logging machine equipment control in the Simulink environment.

The upper diagram represents extension of the forwarder beam and the lower diagram - a control signal setup by an operator. The diagram shows that during four seconds of the control action the beam moved by 1.281 m. The diagram also shows a delay of the beam movement start after the control signal start for 0.578 sec. Thus, on the basis of the mathematical model of the logging machine equipment control we can conclude that the quality of operator's control is definitely determined by the following parameters:

- \( T \) is a time constant that means a response time of a neuromuscular system and human adaptive abilities and describes a rate of control action development;
- \( \zeta \) is a parameter that means a ratio of human internal feedback and describes accuracy of the control action development; and
- \( \tau \) is an operator's response delay time.

4 An Approach for Evaluating the Operator’s Performance

Therefore, each operator action may be presented in form of sensor-motoric reaction. Firstly, the operator watches currently situation, which is related to orientation and adaptation during training. Before training acts the operator makes a decision based on recalling a previous experience, how he/she will do the task more efficiently. Finally, operator uses motor program for current task. Therefore, we have three main steps in training process: watching + recalling + doing (WRD).

The key idea of WRD approach is the decomposition of sensor-motoric process into three layers. The sensory layer (watching) covers visual capturing of important information from environment. After the accumulation of important information occurs the querying to knowledge base (recalling) for decision-making in current situation. This process is performed on cognitive layer. If knowledge base contains same professional case then scheme of motor reaction (doing) is retrieved.

In the same time, if knowledge base doesn’t contain current professional case then knowledge base is saturated an unknown situation. Finally, operator activates motor program based on decision-making in current situation from cognitive layer, Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 The diagram of the developed test method

Thereby, for WRD approach the performance during training session is summarized from performance of each layer. For example, motor or sensory layers may be evaluated using special tests, which activate the sensor-motoric reaction for the appropriate operator task. The evaluating the performance on the cognitive layer is important step in WRD approach, because continuous brain activity may result the tension and fatigue. Therefore, it needs to measure the brain activity with EEG during executing tests on sensory and motor layers.

We believe the brain activity in training sessions should rise because it is important to accumulate new training cases. The brain activity in control sessions should fall because it indicates knowledge base is saturated. The continuous generation of training case may help to saturate the knowledge base. Therefore, the fuzzy model based on the generation of training cases was developed. The key idea is the changing complexity of tests. The comparison based on WRD approach. Moving object and motor tracking (rejection from horizontal and vertical axes) were selected.

5 Evaluation Method of Operator’s Professionally Important Qualities

There are many evaluation methods for performance of operator, but a few methods include operator reaction. The operator reaction is important professional capacity to pass a decision during the working procedure. In this case, we can create a toy task in form of special test. This task has to copy the main principles of operator actions like in a real
professional case. Therefore, the result may be presented time reaction or quality of manipulation. Let define the $T$, $\xi$ and $\tau$ parameters for special test.

The developed method implies that a trainee sees a circle on the computer display, this circle is a limiting field inside of which a round-shaped test object is placed, Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8 The diagram of the developed test method](image)

The test object is increasing and the closed circle is decreasing in diameter with the setup speed, at the same time the test object simulates its movement toward the testee. At the moment when a person believes that the size of the limiting closed circle and that of the test object coincide, the testee presses a button on the panel, and the objects stop moving. Then, an uncoincidence error of the test object and limiting circle diameters is calculated, it will be considered to be a lag error time (with a positive sign) or a look-ahead error time (with a negative sign). At the next stage a response time $T_p$ (when a person is reacting to a moving object) is calculated as an average value according to the formula:

$$T_p = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} t_i}{n}$$

where $t_i$ is the $i^{th}$ uncoincidence error of the circle and object, ms; $n$ is a number of stops of a point object during testing. In a preset time a testee is again presented these objects in their initial sizes and the test is repeated several times as prescribed.

Boundary conditions of the test outcomes of a time constant that means a response time of a neuromuscular system and human adaptive abilities and describes a rate of control action development are obtained from the mathematic model of operator's activity. These boundary conditions may be represented as a fuzzy logic model with one input variable, that is a rate or control action development and three linguistic variables: low, normal, high.

4 Conclusion

Thus, evaluation of the operator's control action development rate makes it possible to build a personalized approach to the training of logging machine operators. The proposed scheme of the professional training process for logging machine operators with numeric analysis [23] involving simulators is shown in Fig. 9.

The peculiarity of this scheme is that a low initial level of the absolute professional aptitude (Group 1) intends first of all development of the professionally important qualities using appropriate exercisers. Otherwise, as the practice proves, these trainees cannot develop professional skills and are dismissed. Development of PIQs help trainees to go to a more complicated stage of training, that is study of logging machine operation using simulators.

It should be noted that a total period of the professional training process for each group of trainees is the same, only durations of individual modules vary.

![Fig. 9 The scheme of the professional training process for logging machine operators](image)

Further research work should be focused on the experiments based on mentioned model and be used for new model [24]. It should be noted the experiments are related to the tests, which are described typical model of reaction for operator and activate motor and sensory layers as in real professional case. Moreover, the fuzzy logic model will be used for the developed test method. The mentioned approach may help to evaluate training program with evaluating sensory, cognitive and motor layer without developing prototype training simulator.
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